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Back to basics: What is AI? 

To put it simply, Artificial Intelligence (AI) is making computer 

programmes and machines intelligent by programmatically feeding 

them with the coded data. Similar to human intuition and learning 

behaviour, the computer should eventually be able to make decisions 

based on what they have learned from the input data. Deep Learning 

(DP) is a way to implement AI with such input data by choosing one of 

the design algorithms, e.g., Gaussian mixture, K-nearest neighbour, K-

means clustering, etc. Based on the features of the data, the algorithm 

must understand and provide a decision either by supervised learning, reinforcement learning or 

unsupervised learning.  

Why is AI used in AM? 

Non-destructive evaluation (NDE) techniques of printed parts by sensors in AM machines can be 

used for monitoring part geometry layer-by-layer for real-time part qualification, that provide 

ability to validate microstructures, geometrical distortions, and residual stress in the end-

products in-situ. However, detection and validation of all the imperfections from all the printed 

layers without AI is not functional, especially for serial production of end parts. Thus, inclusion of 

AI within AM production system is a priori to be able to explicitly evaluate all the input data 

acquired from the machine.  

How AMEXCI aims to develop AI use? 

AMEXCI has developed a method 

with Peltarion which enables 

detection of defects of AlSi10Mg 

printed parts in the EOS M290 

machine. The method is based on 

collection of indication clustering 

from optical tomography (OT) and 

powder bed (PB) images as 

represented in the picture. These input data are used for teaching algorithm by semi-supervised 

learning to cluster certain defects in groups as represented in the methodology below. 

A glance at AMEXCI’s methodology: 
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